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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 28th CIRP Design Conference 2018. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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Abstract 

An accurate understanding of energy load curves is the key for effective management of factory energy systems and basis for several energy 
applications (e.g. forecasts, anomaly detection). While load curve analysis has been a research topic with practical significance in many areas, 
there is a lack of methods particularly to evaluate different temporal transitions between energy states. Consequently, related energy saving 
potentials on factory level remain undetected. Against this background, the paper presents a methodology combining unsupervised univariate 
clustering and multivariate prediction based methods. Within an automotive use case for anomaly detection in energy performance management, 
those methods are getting applied and validated with real factory data. 
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1. Introduction 

As part of CO2 discussions, energy efficiency evaluations 
become more and more important for production companies 
due to rising customer demand and cost pressure, new 
legislations and national reduction targets. Among others the 
European Union has announced to achieve climate-neutrality 
until 2050. Therefore energy efficiency must increase by 50 % 
until 2050 compared to 2005 [1]. For many companies, one 
main challenge is to frequently evaluate their true energy 
performance affected by different influencing factors. 
Accordingly, appropriate methods and tools are needed to 
support the energy related analysis and improvement processes 
[2]. In this context, automotive manufacturers are also 
pressured to increase the energy performance of their 
production sites and to reduce CO2 emissions. An accurate 
understanding of energy load curves is the key for effective 
management of factory energy systems and can provide first 

indications about energy wastage and saving potentials. 
Depending on the shift and working system of a company, the 
energy demand during non-production times and temporal 
transition times can be significant and does not add value. Own 
inquiries in automotive factories have revealed energy shares 
related to non-production times with up to 47%, whereas 
transition times can account for over two third of that part. 
Especially those transition times are directly influenceable by 
the operators and if not addressed, related energy saving 
potentials remain undetected. Therefore a supporting tool for 
industry energy managers is needed, being able to 
automatically analyze factories regarding their load curve 
behavior and answering the following research questions:  

1. How to identify the standard load profile and automatically 
distinct between different energy states and transitions? 

2. How to automatically develop reference values for 
anomaly detection to identify energy saving potential? 
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3. Method development 

3.1. Business and data understanding for load curve analysis 
The objective of business and data understanding in this paper 
is to identify a “standard load profile” for a “typical” 
production day out of factory load curves for a longer period of 
time (see fig. 2). This means all elements that mainly influence 
the energy demand such as production machines, technical 
building services and the building shell, resulting in cumulative 
load profiles, need to be considered [9]. Fig. 2 shows a typical 
load curve on factory level taken from a company of the 
automotive sector with an average value every 15min. To work 
properly on that kind of data, in a first step the data must be 
checked on plausibility. Therefore, a deviation detection and 
min/max filter approach was developed, to detect values that 
are more than a standard deviation away from the mean value. 
Bobric et al. have shown that typical load curves for weekdays, 
weekends as well as different seasons can be identified by using 
clustering methods [16]. One popular method used in various 
time series applications is the k-means algorithm [17, 18]. It 
performs a crisp clustering that assigns a data vector to exactly 
one cluster. The algorithm terminates when the cluster 
assignments do not change anymore, based on Euclidean 
distance for the selected attributes [28]. Those steps are 
repeatedly performed according to a defined number (k-factor) 
of clusters [6]. After the first separation, based on k-means 
between different weekdays, the focus is on production days 
for energy evaluation purposes. Herrmann et al. provide a 
general interpretation of different phases that can be observed 
(see also fig. 3) [19]: In phase 1, which fully falls into the non-
production time, the load is mainly caused by the utilization of 
small consumers or by standby demands of larger consumers. 
In phase 2, several larger consumers are switched on and 
operated to create value. This phase usually gives a good 
impression of the powering-up and powering-down procedures 
as well as the typical factory load level in production times. Fig. 
3 is transferring those literature results according to chapter 2 
and the energy block concept from Weinert [7] on machine 
level to more aggregated factory load profile which can be 
confirmed by visual inspection (see also fig. 5). This daily 
production load profile consists out of four energy blocks (EB), 
named non-production (NP) and production (P) as energy 
states and powering-up (PU) and powering-down (PD) as 
temporal transitions between the states. For application 
purposes it is necessary to also describe the temporal transitions 

as energy block (according equation 1) to compare reference 
values with the real values for anomaly detection. The four 
resulting reference values per energy block are calculated 
based on two different methods (chapter 3.3). Depending on 
the frequency of changes between the different blocks and the 
duration of the time period assessed, the manual identification 
of the relevant intervals can result in high manual efforts. 
Therefore, an automatized labeling method will be developed 
in the next chapter.  

3.2. Labeling of energy states and transitions 

Within the identified daily load profile from the previous 
chapter, the objective of the data preparation phase is the 
automatized identification of energy states and especially the 
temporal transitions in between. Due to the fact that the k-
means algorithm is having limitations in precise clustering of 
the temporal transitions (see fig. 2: all red marked areas are one 
cluster, without separation of PU and PD) it is only used for P 
and NP identification. In addition a mathematical deviation 
rule-based approach is used for more detailed definition of 
transition start and end times. Therefore, the developed method 
mainly focuses on the slope and direction of each load curve 
data point. This is based on three main steps: calculation of 
deviation between the data points (1), identification of PU and 
PD start and end times (2) and final allocation of P and NP in 
between the transition states (3). The energy deviation 
calculation (d) is based on the power change (∆𝑝𝑝) over time (t). 
With d(t) > 0 and d(t+1) > 0 and d(t+2) > 0 the transition state 
of PU has been achieved. The identification of PD is based on 
the same equation and conditions, only the timestamp will get 
iterated backwards. After identification of PU and PD with the 
corresponding time stamps the energy states are allocated 
between the end of PU and the start of PD. Depending on the 
load curve characteristic additional filtering settings could be 
necessary to smoothing the data. The filtering values are set 
below the common deviation (d) of a temporal transition in 
order to ensure clear deviation direction over a period of time 
and avoid introducing lag in the times series data. 

𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =
∫ 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 ∗  𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚+1
𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚
𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚+1 − 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚
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Figure 3: Four energy blocks for load profile description on factory level  Figure 4: Overview on univariate (A) and multivariate (B) approaches 
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Nomenclature 

ANN Artificial neural network 
d(t) Energy deviation over time (t) 
EB Energy blocks 
MAPE Mean average percentage error 
NP Non-production  
P Production 
PmeanEB Average mean value of EB 
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖  Real value 
�̂�𝑝𝑖𝑖  Reference value 
PD Powering-down 
PU Powering-up 
RNN Recurrent neural network 
t Time 

2. Research Background 

Since load curves analysis has been a research topic with 
practical significance in many areas, several research 
approaches describe and interpret load curve on both machine 
and factory level. Table 1 provides an overview of the 
approaches identified as highly relevant in terms of energy load 
curve analysis from a production system perspective. On 
machine level Weinert [7] and further researchers have defined 
corresponding load levels or energy blocks as the mean power 
demand in each consumer state, e.g. Santos et al. distinguished 
between working, standby and off [7, 8]. The Mechanical 
Engineering Industry Association (VDMA) provides a 
measuring guideline for energy and media demands on machine 
level resulting in a more detailed breakdown of energy related 
states (off, standby, working, operational) and temporal 
transitions between the states (powering-up, powering-down) 
[9]. In contrast to detailed investigations on machine level, only 
few approaches address load curve analysis on factory level 
[10–13]. Posselt shows that load curves follow a distinctive 
pattern depending on the corresponding working shifts [11]. 
Thiede stresses in this context the importance of the factory 
base load in non-production times [12]. Additionally, this has 
been reflected by Dehning with the development of several 
energy  performance indicators for  non-production times  [10]. 
As the main focus is on load curve analysis on machinery level, 
the factory level research is mainly focusing on production and 

non-production energy states. This leads to a research gap in the 
field of temporal transitions between the energy states. Thus the 
exact and automatized identification especially of the transition 
times is quite complex, valid candidates are machine learning 
(ML) techniques, which are able to find patterns in data of 
different types and sources and transform raw data to valuable 
knowledge. There are several approaches, like the Cross-
Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM), 
Knowledge-Discovery in Databases (KDD) or the industrial big 
data pipeline (IBD), trying to describe the complete workflow 
from data recording to result deployment [3–5]. In order to 
close the mentioned research gap chapter 3 developed a method 
to identify the standard load profile, with distinct energy states 
and calculates reference values to identify energy savings. As 
shown in fig. 1 the sub-chapter structure is divided into four 
steps, referring to the CRISP-DM. There was a thorough 
analysis of the problem and the available data within business 
and data understanding (1), before the standard load profile is 
identified and the status labeling gets applied as output of data 
preparation (2), which is in focus on those chapters. In the 
iterative phase 3 the mean values of the univariate clustering 
results and multivariate prediction based methods are getting 
compared for reference value calculation. Finally, the labeled 
energy data is evaluated by comparison to the developed 
reference values (4). The methods are getting validated and 
applied with real use case data in chapter 4 within the same four 
steps, to automatically characterize electrical load profiles and 
detect anomalies to identify energy saving potentials. 

 

Figure 1: Paper structure and chapter allocation within CRISP DM approach  

Table 1: Research results   

 

 Definition of states/transitions Saving 
detection Machine Factory 

Herrmann 2009 [13] ◐ ◐ ○ 

Dehning 2019 [10] ○ ◐ ◐ 

Labbus 2019 [14] ● ○ ◐
Posselt 2016 [11] ● ◐ ◐
Santos et al. 2011 [8] ● ○ ◐
Teiwes et al. 2018 [15] ● ○ ○

Thiede 2012 [12] ● ◐ ◐ 

VDMA 34179 [9] ● ○ ○ 

Weinert 2010 [7] ○ ◐ ◐ Figure 2: Electricity load curves from a manufacturing site with 3 clusters 
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compared for reference value calculation. Finally, the labeled 
energy data is evaluated by comparison to the developed 
reference values (4). The methods are getting validated and 
applied with real use case data in chapter 4 within the same four 
steps, to automatically characterize electrical load profiles and 
detect anomalies to identify energy saving potentials. 

 

Figure 1: Paper structure and chapter allocation within CRISP DM approach  

Table 1: Research results   

 

 Definition of states/transitions Saving 
detection Machine Factory 

Herrmann 2009 [13] ◐ ◐ ○ 

Dehning 2019 [10] ○ ◐ ◐ 

Labbus 2019 [14] ● ○ ◐
Posselt 2016 [11] ● ◐ ◐
Santos et al. 2011 [8] ● ○ ◐
Teiwes et al. 2018 [15] ● ○ ○

Thiede 2012 [12] ● ◐ ◐ 

VDMA 34179 [9] ● ○ ○ 

Weinert 2010 [7] ○ ◐ ◐ Figure 2: Electricity load curves from a manufacturing site with 3 clusters 
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4.2. Labeling of energy states and transitions 

The standard energy load profile for a production day, as 
identified in the previous chapter, can be divided into more 
energy states and temporal transitions. Therefore, the method is 
using the deviation of the load curve as key information and 
classifies the data of the production days over the deviation of 
the load curve. The transition state PU starts, as soon as three 
data points in a row are higher than zero. On the other hand, PD 
starts when three data points consecutively are lower zero. The 
transition states are ending, when the deviation is zero again. 
Based on those mathematical calculations the starting and 
ending times can be labeled. The energy states P and NP are 
clustered according k-means algorithm and a k-factor of 3, as 
shown in fig.2. The energy state with the higher mean value is 
automatically assessed as P state, whereas the lower mean value 
is automatically assessed as NP. Fig. 6 shows the deviation of a 
load curve for a typical day. The positive deviation is 
identifying the PU phase, whereas the negative slope allocates 
the PD transition state (a). The usage of filtering is necessary to 
increase the precision of identifying the transition states and is 
set up manually after visual inspection between ± 20 kW (b). 

4.3. Reference value modeling and method comparison 

Based on the timestamp information the energy load curve is 
labeled according to the previous preparation method. Within 
the univariate method A, the resulting four energy blocks (NP, 
PU, P, PD) are getting calculated based on their mean value 
over the 15min one-year time frame (according equation 1). 
With these reference values, the energy performance of the 
production shop can now be checked in regards to power and 
duration compared to real data. In order to reflect seasonality 
effects, table 2 shows the MAPE results of method A over an 
eight week average period throughout the year. With MAPE 
above 0,10 there is further improvement potential especially for 
the energy blocks NP, PU and PD. To check these values for 
anomaly detection better, the multivariate prediction based 
approaches can be used (see also fig. 4, loop B). As the focus is 
on paint shop electricity further influencing factors according 
to expert interviews are outside temperature, humidity, air 
pressure and the number of cars produced. After data 
integration and plausibility check according to chapter 3.3 first 
ANN application based on 80% training data, results with an R2 
e.g. for PU of 0,8. Parameter optimization loops finally leads to 
2 hidden layers and 10 neurons per layer, achieving the highest 
R2 with 100 iterations. In addition, feature generation plays a 
critical role in increasing model quality. Therefore, further 

features could get generated based on time-stamp information 
(year, month, day, hour and minute). That way the final data set 
contains of 58 different features over the one-year time frame, 
leading to approximately 1 Mio. data points. For feature 
importance evaluation e.g. within the non-production state the 
boruta algorithm is showing for weekday 7 (Sunday), air 
pressure and outside temperature with the most influence on the 
energy load curve. All three factors could be validated by expert 
interviews, as weekday 7 is Sunday and special PU procedures 
are necessary due to longer weekend shutdown. Also, outside 
temperature and humidity play a critical role in painting 
processes to be on time in production conditions when the shift 
starts. Based on boruta results for each energy block only the 
main significant influencing factors are taken into account for 
ANN deployment, which leads to a final R2 e.g. for PU of 0,96 
(improvement of 20%). The mentioned steps are repeatedly 
done for each energy block. The calculated reference values of 
the univariate method A and the final multivariate method B are 
compared regarding the MAPE, as shown in table 2. It 
concludes, that method B has the ability to predict the values 
closer to the real value. On the other hand, it is important to 
consider that the effort and complexity of building up this 
model based approach is much higher. In addition, the quality 
of the multivariate method B is highly dependent on the 
availability of right influencing factors data.  

4.4. Deployment for energy saving potential detection 

In order to exploit existing saving potential method B, with 
higher accuracy, is chosen for comparing real mean values for 
performance evaluation. The following fig. 7 illustrates the 
relationship of real load curve data (solid black line) onto 
prediction results (dotted blue line), as well as the four 
developed energy blocks to evaluate real values per energy 
block (dotted red line) with reference values (solid grey line). 
The evaluation example shown is for paint shop electricity load 
profile from Monday 23rd September. As developed in chapter 
4.3 the ANN prediction based reference value takes into 
account the most important influencing factors (e.g. first day 
after weekend, outside temperature). Nevertheless, there is a 
clear deviation within the energy blocks NP and PU (above 0,06 
and 0,05 MAPE, red crisscross lines). Based on this variance 
analysis expert meetings are conducted to discuss findings and 
process constraints for improvement. After detailed 
investigation it was discovered, that start time of HVAC units, 
as well as set points from chillers were still on “high 
temperature mode”, to ensure right conditions when production 
starts. Due to drop of outside temperatures, those settings are 

   

Table 2: Method A|B comparison: reference values vs. real data (MAPE)  

 
 

Energy-Block NP PU P PD 

Method A | B A | B A | B A | B 

CW 2 0,08 | 0,09 0,06 | 0,03 0,01 | 0,06 0,08 | 0,06 

CW 6 0,18 | 0,09 0,07 | 0,02 0,05 | 0,03 0,04 | 0,07 

…. … … … … 

CW 26 0,03 | 0,1 0,08 | 0,03 0,03 | 0,01 0,15 | 0,04 

CW 34 0,03 | 0,06 0,06 | 0,02 0,02 | 0,03 0,16 | 0,07 

8 week average 0,10 | 0,06 0,11 | 0,05 0,02 | 0,02 0,13 | 0,5 Figure 7: Anomaly detection application 
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3.3. Reference value calculation and modeling 

The objective of reference values calculation within that 
chapter is to identify potential anomalies when comparing them 
to real values indicating energy saving potential per energy 
block. Based on the previous chapter results, the load curve data 
is labeled according to the mentioned energy states and 
temporal transitions. The average mean value (pmeanEB) of each 
EB have been calculated according to equation 1, e.g. for non-
production with tn+1 - tn = tNP [20]. As univariate method this 
approach is highly dependent on the chosen time frame and load 
curve characteristic. The quality evaluation of EB mean values 
is based on comparison to the real data according Mean 
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE, equation 2) [21]. As shown 
in fig. 4, if an improvement loop of MAPE is necessary, further 
influencing factors can be considered by multivariate prediction 
based method B [22]. This starts by selecting further relevant 
input data, based on literature resources and expert interviews 
with influence on the energy load curve. According fig. 4, a data 
integration is necessary, with which different sources are 
brought together to a data stock and are uniformly representable 
(B-1). For data plausibility the core approach is to take 
advantage of high dimensional and prediction based outlier 
detection, using a generalization of (full dimensional) 
clustering and (full-data) regression modeling [23]. Based on 
the labeled timestamp information from the k-means clustering 
results and deviation calculation for the temporal transitions 
(chapter 3.2) influencing data is preprocessed (B-2). Before 
applying the features in the final prediction model the boruta 
algorithm will be used for feature selection on the target 
variable (B-3). As a tree based method boruta performs well for 
a diverse sets of energy data as feature importance algorithm 
[24]. For a prediction model within energy literature artificial 
neuronal network (ANN) is frequently used, because it works 
with non-linear data-sets and achieves high accuracy in time-
series applications [25]. For model improvement besides 
parameter optimization, especially time-series data has the 
opportunity to generate additional features out of the time 
information (e.g. month, day, hour, minute). The data set is split 
into a test and train dataset, where 80% of the dataset are used 
as training dataset. The model quality of the prediction is 
evaluated based on the average coefficient of determination 
(R²) and MAPE as results of a 10-fold cross validation approach 
[25, 29]. The final method evaluation between the univariate 
deviation based clustering approach (A) and the multivariate 
prediction based modeling (B) is based on average MAPE 
results compared to the real load curve data for a couple of 
representative time frames (to consider seasonality). 

3.4. Deployment for energy saving potential detection 

In order to exploit existing saving potentials, either technical 
measures (e.g. replacing components, changing process 
parameters) or organizational measures (e.g. changing control 
of machine) can be taken [11, 12]. Especially to detect 
performance changes over time, e.g. caused by changing 
process parameters, reference value comparison is an 
appropriate tool to detect those changes [26, 27]. This is based 
on the assumption that factory energy value streams and 
processes are clearly defined, and no “randomness” or 
uncertainty exists. That means by considering all relevant 
influencing factors the variability between reference value and 
real value can be reduced. Therefore, it’s necessary to have 
criteria to distinguish the possible performance change from 
inaccuracy of the method. With this criterion, minor deviation 
of the reference will not be considered as low performance. The 
selection of criteria is made by analyzing the residuals and only 
a deviation above a quantile of 90% is taken as significant 
anomaly and further root-cause analysis needs to be done. 

4. Method application and validation 

4.1. Business and data understanding for load curve analysis 

For method application and validation one-year electrical 
load curve data with an average value every 15min of an 
automotive paint shop has been taken into account (see chapter 
3.1). The one year duration is important to include seasonality 
effects within the validation. The represented methodology has 
prototypically been realized within KNIME© software 
environment. To prevent errors, a dataset without any outliers 
is imperative. Therefore, the min/max filter has been applied. 
Based on the domain knowledge of factory operations and 
confirmed by visualization, two types of daily load profiles can 
be identified with k-means algorithm and a k-factor of 2. On 
the one hand, those days where the load data contains more than 
one cluster can be identified as production days. On the other 
hand, if the load curve data of a day is all sorted into only one 
cluster, it will be referred to as non-production day. In order to 
validate the truth, the k-means result is compared with real shift 
calendar information. Based on that evaluation 97% out of 
15min yearly data is correctly labelled. Based on literature 
research (chapter 3.1) and confirmed by visual inspection (fig. 
5) the standard load profile is indicating two relevant energy 
states (NP and P) and two temporal transitions in between (PU 
and PD). Based on the limitation of k-means to detect the 
transition states another method is developed in the following 
chapter. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Daily standard paint shop load curve with energy blocks   Figure 6: Load curve deviation results without (a) and with filtering (b) 
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4.2. Labeling of energy states and transitions 

The standard energy load profile for a production day, as 
identified in the previous chapter, can be divided into more 
energy states and temporal transitions. Therefore, the method is 
using the deviation of the load curve as key information and 
classifies the data of the production days over the deviation of 
the load curve. The transition state PU starts, as soon as three 
data points in a row are higher than zero. On the other hand, PD 
starts when three data points consecutively are lower zero. The 
transition states are ending, when the deviation is zero again. 
Based on those mathematical calculations the starting and 
ending times can be labeled. The energy states P and NP are 
clustered according k-means algorithm and a k-factor of 3, as 
shown in fig.2. The energy state with the higher mean value is 
automatically assessed as P state, whereas the lower mean value 
is automatically assessed as NP. Fig. 6 shows the deviation of a 
load curve for a typical day. The positive deviation is 
identifying the PU phase, whereas the negative slope allocates 
the PD transition state (a). The usage of filtering is necessary to 
increase the precision of identifying the transition states and is 
set up manually after visual inspection between ± 20 kW (b). 

4.3. Reference value modeling and method comparison 

Based on the timestamp information the energy load curve is 
labeled according to the previous preparation method. Within 
the univariate method A, the resulting four energy blocks (NP, 
PU, P, PD) are getting calculated based on their mean value 
over the 15min one-year time frame (according equation 1). 
With these reference values, the energy performance of the 
production shop can now be checked in regards to power and 
duration compared to real data. In order to reflect seasonality 
effects, table 2 shows the MAPE results of method A over an 
eight week average period throughout the year. With MAPE 
above 0,10 there is further improvement potential especially for 
the energy blocks NP, PU and PD. To check these values for 
anomaly detection better, the multivariate prediction based 
approaches can be used (see also fig. 4, loop B). As the focus is 
on paint shop electricity further influencing factors according 
to expert interviews are outside temperature, humidity, air 
pressure and the number of cars produced. After data 
integration and plausibility check according to chapter 3.3 first 
ANN application based on 80% training data, results with an R2 
e.g. for PU of 0,8. Parameter optimization loops finally leads to 
2 hidden layers and 10 neurons per layer, achieving the highest 
R2 with 100 iterations. In addition, feature generation plays a 
critical role in increasing model quality. Therefore, further 

features could get generated based on time-stamp information 
(year, month, day, hour and minute). That way the final data set 
contains of 58 different features over the one-year time frame, 
leading to approximately 1 Mio. data points. For feature 
importance evaluation e.g. within the non-production state the 
boruta algorithm is showing for weekday 7 (Sunday), air 
pressure and outside temperature with the most influence on the 
energy load curve. All three factors could be validated by expert 
interviews, as weekday 7 is Sunday and special PU procedures 
are necessary due to longer weekend shutdown. Also, outside 
temperature and humidity play a critical role in painting 
processes to be on time in production conditions when the shift 
starts. Based on boruta results for each energy block only the 
main significant influencing factors are taken into account for 
ANN deployment, which leads to a final R2 e.g. for PU of 0,96 
(improvement of 20%). The mentioned steps are repeatedly 
done for each energy block. The calculated reference values of 
the univariate method A and the final multivariate method B are 
compared regarding the MAPE, as shown in table 2. It 
concludes, that method B has the ability to predict the values 
closer to the real value. On the other hand, it is important to 
consider that the effort and complexity of building up this 
model based approach is much higher. In addition, the quality 
of the multivariate method B is highly dependent on the 
availability of right influencing factors data.  

4.4. Deployment for energy saving potential detection 

In order to exploit existing saving potential method B, with 
higher accuracy, is chosen for comparing real mean values for 
performance evaluation. The following fig. 7 illustrates the 
relationship of real load curve data (solid black line) onto 
prediction results (dotted blue line), as well as the four 
developed energy blocks to evaluate real values per energy 
block (dotted red line) with reference values (solid grey line). 
The evaluation example shown is for paint shop electricity load 
profile from Monday 23rd September. As developed in chapter 
4.3 the ANN prediction based reference value takes into 
account the most important influencing factors (e.g. first day 
after weekend, outside temperature). Nevertheless, there is a 
clear deviation within the energy blocks NP and PU (above 0,06 
and 0,05 MAPE, red crisscross lines). Based on this variance 
analysis expert meetings are conducted to discuss findings and 
process constraints for improvement. After detailed 
investigation it was discovered, that start time of HVAC units, 
as well as set points from chillers were still on “high 
temperature mode”, to ensure right conditions when production 
starts. Due to drop of outside temperatures, those settings are 

   

Table 2: Method A|B comparison: reference values vs. real data (MAPE)  

 
 

Energy-Block NP PU P PD 

Method A | B A | B A | B A | B 

CW 2 0,08 | 0,09 0,06 | 0,03 0,01 | 0,06 0,08 | 0,06 

CW 6 0,18 | 0,09 0,07 | 0,02 0,05 | 0,03 0,04 | 0,07 

…. … … … … 

CW 26 0,03 | 0,1 0,08 | 0,03 0,03 | 0,01 0,15 | 0,04 

CW 34 0,03 | 0,06 0,06 | 0,02 0,02 | 0,03 0,16 | 0,07 

8 week average 0,10 | 0,06 0,11 | 0,05 0,02 | 0,02 0,13 | 0,5 Figure 7: Anomaly detection application 
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3.3. Reference value calculation and modeling 

The objective of reference values calculation within that 
chapter is to identify potential anomalies when comparing them 
to real values indicating energy saving potential per energy 
block. Based on the previous chapter results, the load curve data 
is labeled according to the mentioned energy states and 
temporal transitions. The average mean value (pmeanEB) of each 
EB have been calculated according to equation 1, e.g. for non-
production with tn+1 - tn = tNP [20]. As univariate method this 
approach is highly dependent on the chosen time frame and load 
curve characteristic. The quality evaluation of EB mean values 
is based on comparison to the real data according Mean 
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE, equation 2) [21]. As shown 
in fig. 4, if an improvement loop of MAPE is necessary, further 
influencing factors can be considered by multivariate prediction 
based method B [22]. This starts by selecting further relevant 
input data, based on literature resources and expert interviews 
with influence on the energy load curve. According fig. 4, a data 
integration is necessary, with which different sources are 
brought together to a data stock and are uniformly representable 
(B-1). For data plausibility the core approach is to take 
advantage of high dimensional and prediction based outlier 
detection, using a generalization of (full dimensional) 
clustering and (full-data) regression modeling [23]. Based on 
the labeled timestamp information from the k-means clustering 
results and deviation calculation for the temporal transitions 
(chapter 3.2) influencing data is preprocessed (B-2). Before 
applying the features in the final prediction model the boruta 
algorithm will be used for feature selection on the target 
variable (B-3). As a tree based method boruta performs well for 
a diverse sets of energy data as feature importance algorithm 
[24]. For a prediction model within energy literature artificial 
neuronal network (ANN) is frequently used, because it works 
with non-linear data-sets and achieves high accuracy in time-
series applications [25]. For model improvement besides 
parameter optimization, especially time-series data has the 
opportunity to generate additional features out of the time 
information (e.g. month, day, hour, minute). The data set is split 
into a test and train dataset, where 80% of the dataset are used 
as training dataset. The model quality of the prediction is 
evaluated based on the average coefficient of determination 
(R²) and MAPE as results of a 10-fold cross validation approach 
[25, 29]. The final method evaluation between the univariate 
deviation based clustering approach (A) and the multivariate 
prediction based modeling (B) is based on average MAPE 
results compared to the real load curve data for a couple of 
representative time frames (to consider seasonality). 

3.4. Deployment for energy saving potential detection 

In order to exploit existing saving potentials, either technical 
measures (e.g. replacing components, changing process 
parameters) or organizational measures (e.g. changing control 
of machine) can be taken [11, 12]. Especially to detect 
performance changes over time, e.g. caused by changing 
process parameters, reference value comparison is an 
appropriate tool to detect those changes [26, 27]. This is based 
on the assumption that factory energy value streams and 
processes are clearly defined, and no “randomness” or 
uncertainty exists. That means by considering all relevant 
influencing factors the variability between reference value and 
real value can be reduced. Therefore, it’s necessary to have 
criteria to distinguish the possible performance change from 
inaccuracy of the method. With this criterion, minor deviation 
of the reference will not be considered as low performance. The 
selection of criteria is made by analyzing the residuals and only 
a deviation above a quantile of 90% is taken as significant 
anomaly and further root-cause analysis needs to be done. 

4. Method application and validation 

4.1. Business and data understanding for load curve analysis 

For method application and validation one-year electrical 
load curve data with an average value every 15min of an 
automotive paint shop has been taken into account (see chapter 
3.1). The one year duration is important to include seasonality 
effects within the validation. The represented methodology has 
prototypically been realized within KNIME© software 
environment. To prevent errors, a dataset without any outliers 
is imperative. Therefore, the min/max filter has been applied. 
Based on the domain knowledge of factory operations and 
confirmed by visualization, two types of daily load profiles can 
be identified with k-means algorithm and a k-factor of 2. On 
the one hand, those days where the load data contains more than 
one cluster can be identified as production days. On the other 
hand, if the load curve data of a day is all sorted into only one 
cluster, it will be referred to as non-production day. In order to 
validate the truth, the k-means result is compared with real shift 
calendar information. Based on that evaluation 97% out of 
15min yearly data is correctly labelled. Based on literature 
research (chapter 3.1) and confirmed by visual inspection (fig. 
5) the standard load profile is indicating two relevant energy 
states (NP and P) and two temporal transitions in between (PU 
and PD). Based on the limitation of k-means to detect the 
transition states another method is developed in the following 
chapter. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Daily standard paint shop load curve with energy blocks   Figure 6: Load curve deviation results without (a) and with filtering (b) 
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not needed anymore and after detection, the procedures were 
re-adjusted and successfully confirmed as stable during the 
monitoring phase. Based on historic evaluation, three weeks of 
energy optimization has been identified, leading to over 3 tons 
CO2 - equivalent savings. The saved amount is approximately 
driving one car roughly 15.000 km. In addition, due to frequent 
application of the method and developed tools the load curve 
data is efficiently checked to reduce further energy wastage. 

5. Summary and outlook 

In this paper a methodology and a supporting tool for 
industry energy managers were presented to analyze factories 
regarding their electricity load curve behavior. Based on yearly 
load curve data a daily standard load profile was identified by a 
univariate clustering approach. Within that profile four energy 
blocks as energy states and especially temporal transitions in 
between are automatically identified and labeled, based on 
clustering and mathematical deviation analysis. Finally 
reference values are calculated based on historical mean value 
calculation per energy block for each state and transition 
(method A). To further increase accuracy of reference values, a 
multivariate approach based on ANN predictions has been 
developed (method B) considering necessary influencing 
factors with real plant status and outside weather conditions. As 
a last point both reference value methods have been compared 
concerning best fit with real values based on MAPE results. 
Even though the multivariate approach is achieving higher 
accuracy results, the MAPE difference between both is not 
particularly significant. Therefore, univariate clustering already 
achieves good results with limited effort. Within the application 
of performance monitoring energy and CO2 savings have been 
detected by comparing real load curve data with the reference 
values. Although the demonstration of the methodology focuses 
on the analysis of electrical load curves the presented approach 
is transferable to other energy forms (e.g. compressed air, 
production gas). In addition, the combined consideration of 
different energy sources could help to identify more fields of 
improvement. Since the methods for reference value calculation 
are based on time-serial comparison the same methodology can 
be applied to almost every level of automotive companies. Fully 
digitalized energy management and model based energy 
performance evaluation will help organizations achieving a 
new level of energy management. Both univariate clustering 
and multivariate prediction based method results are highly 
dependent on the chosen time duration for building up reference 
values. Therefore, further work needs to be done to develop 
criteria when and how to change input data and further increase 
statistical result quality. Additionally Recurrent Neural 
Network (RNN) can be used as alternative prediction model. 
Energy performance evaluation in this context is only time 
series driven. Nevertheless, the developed calculation 
fundamentals to identify the energy states and temporal 
transitions can be used to develop performance indicators. By 
normalizing those indicators, the method can be suitable for 
cross comparison of different manufacturing sites within 
benchmarking applications to identify further energy 
improvement potentials.  
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